Are YOU searching for a Gap Year experience that allows you to SERVE?

Do YOU desire to LEARN?

Are YOU ready to GROW?

Then the Radius International Gap Year program is for YOU! Join us for nine months in Mexico and play a vital role in The Great Commission while simultaneously gaining valuable ministry experience and opportunities to grow in your faith.

The Radius Gap Year is designed for followers of Jesus between the ages of 18 and 25 that desire the following:

SERVE in
- Childcare
- Hospitality
- Maintenance
- Media

LEARN through
- Taking Bible classes
- Spanish lessons
- Guided book readings

GROW by
- One on one discipleship
- Small groups
- Spiritual disciplines

Gap Year internships begin in mid-August and end mid-June with a month-long Christmas break.

“Being a Gap Year intern was one of the most sanctifying and sweetest seasons of my life. I had the blessing of serving a tight-knit community of like-minded believers as they prepared to go overseas, by means of teaching their children... about the Bible and various countries around the world. I loved the genuine relationships that were formed as we grew alongside each other in our spiritual disciplines... and in our adventures on and off campus... you will realize that one year flies by too quickly.”

- Haley
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